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Abstract. The existing real estate transaction is highly interested in a contract that is 

guaranteed to be reliable due to anxiety about the threat of fraud. In particular, it is timely and 

economically efficient to manage contract information online and prevent forgery and 

duplication of contract information. Blockchain technology is emerging as an alternative to the 

enormous cost and reliability issues associated with offline real estate contracts. If blockchain 

technology is applied to online contract management, reliability and scalability are efficient 

and confidentiality can be ensured. Therefore, in this paper, we designed an Ethereum-based 

online real estate contract management system among blockchain technologies. The real estate 

contract management system enables online contract management and discrimination of 

contract forgery through blockchain. In particular, it was possible to prevent fraud until the 

contract was concluded and the contract was terminated. 
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1. Introduction 

The domestic real estate market trading volume year deal number is increasing, but real 

estate deals damage and fraud continued to increase it. Contract fraud prevention for the 

procedure in accordance with the agreements in progress, but the process of loopholes to 

exploit various fraud incident occurs there. Real Estate Contracts four groups to avoid for the 

third -party intermediaries via a contract that signed this approach is common. However, 

fraud occurs due to the lack of credibility of a third- party broker. And the third party is 

lacking, not duplicate contract fraud is also the case frequently occurs there[1]. 

In order to solve these cases, it is necessary to have a technical system that prevents 

forgery of contracts and guarantees trust in advance. Therefore, the this paper reliability is 

100% with guarantee block chain technology using P2P trust -based networks by building 

brokers without a secure real estate The agreement is established can be in the system was 

designed . This system was able to forge and falsify by creating a contract using smart 

contracts on the basis of Ethereum, a distributed computing platform. Present in paper 

contracts for which management API for Open API to haejumyeon provide real estate 

Brokerages, Stock Brokerages such as contracts related to service contracts for management 

for the functions that will provide be it. The platform API for utilizing Brokerages are present 

on the system of small, only fees you pay online on safe and reliable in the contract to 

manage a low cost is possible. In Chapter 2 of this paper, a related study was prepared, and in 
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Chapter 3, a real estate transaction management system was designed. Finally, the fourth 

chapter, conclusions and the future work is proposed. 

2. Related Studies 

The paper in the in the introduction mentioned block chain -based systems to develop for 

the block chain related studies out look.  

The block chain Ether Solarium is proof-of-work(Proof of Work PoW) algorithm is used 

[2]. PoW is Bitcoin (bitcoin) the to acquire used algorithms in computer hard math problems 

inside the chain participation by all nodes that the issue released any number (nonce) to 

discover the behavior you are. Any of a number found node to the transmission is successful, 

and Fig. 1, and as the previous block and the hash to the value by which connecting structure 

has is.  

Also applicable for node schedules the bit coin service and this drilling (mining) referred to. 

This only as transfer 2 kinds on the way by there is performed the first second is above 

mentioned is mined, the other users of Bitcoin to transfer when the transfer takes place. At 

this time, the output section (output section) in which the user for some time as to whether 

transfer of my dragon platter sent is [3]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Block Head Architecture in BlockChain 

 

Smart Contract is Nick Szabo is 1994 years first proposed the concept existing contract 

(Contract) is written there is agreement the conditions to implement this person directly be 

done , but the digital contract (digital contract) is the condition according automatically the 

vote that will . Block chain is a number of the node data validation and, proven ones based 

between the nodes sharing the way through digital data trust generates . Believe can in a data 

-based smart contract is to block the chain together was at issue [4].  

Smart Contract techniques apply Block Chaining operation structure follows the same. 

Assuming that there are buyers and sellers who want to purchase the goods, the seller 

registers the goods to be sold on the blockchain. The smart contract the transaction in 

accordance with that in the block chain new node registration and real-time updating i. 
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Buyers search (Query) to use that block the chain to query can have the goods if you buy 

smart contract is that of the node database updating it.  

  

Ether Leeum's programming available to block chaining various blocks chain services to 

develop to be added can be there. Ethereum is a distributed network platform that can be 

operated as a client program [5].  

Leeum provider of currency units ether as a deal for a fee are used. In Ethereum, 

programming is not required in Gold Dragon, but it is supported for smart contracts. The 

sender and the receiver between a transaction (the financial transaction) or contract  non-

financial transactions) in the form and constitutes , passed when the system to protect from 

dimensional charge of ether to together passes . Numismatic type plain deal for ether, a small 

payment for finney, trading upon fee payment for szabo, wei is there [6].  

Fig. 2 is a provider Solarium -based smartcontract that is driven the process shown would. 

The contract to be developed is included in the block and transferred to other blocks in the 

blockchain to be executed during verification. Smart contract is to be executed in order Ether 

Solarium virtual machine (EVM) to over the drive is 7].  

 

 

Figure 2. Smart Contract Runtime Environment in Ethereum 

3. Real estate transaction management system design  

Real estate transaction management system is offline procedures included can only free 

trading contracts online on which management will. This system is the two kinds of 

advantages are. First, it prevents forgery and alteration of the contract . Present the thesis 

contract information and contracts storing and managing to block chains leverage. The block 

chain contract storage and to manage if trust -based networks on a contract to save because 
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the contract is forgery impossible. Second, it prevents duplicate contracts. Already the 

contract is entered into the item for duplicate an agreement to proceed if their contract in 

advance allows filtering. However contract target item present on the system registered the 

identity has been granted to be state and [8].  

The system functions by five different modules (USER, CONTRACT, FILE, 

TRANSACTION, MAILING) to be configured. USER module createUser, getUser, login, 

modifyUser, deleteUser to be classified. CONTRACT module addContract, findContract to 

be classified. The FILE module and the MAILING module are configured independently. 

And TRANSACTION module createTransaction, getSenderTransact ion, 

getRecipietnTransaction, acceptTransaction to be classified. Each of the modules in 

accordance with API of the design and the model was constructed [9].  

Present in the system configuration of the block chains of based IPFS storage how to use so 

as to be driven was. Fig. 3 is present on the system configuration also shown to.  

 

 

Fig. 3. System Architecture 

This system is the system performance, a maximum for node.js the server were used block 

chains of based distributed computing the network supporting the Solarium Ether was used . 

Smart contract document storage to block chain -only storage system IPFS  was used IPFS in 

providing that API for using a document accessible to enable were [10]. IPFS in documents 

Move to web3.Js the used. Ether Solarium virtual machine, byte code smart contract with 

each other is moved to was. The system will block the chain through the agreement now 

manage, because online on safety and reliability makes the contract makes management . The 

flat on the form of transactions registered by the contract to manage the agency to report that 

the same legal effect obtained is not present on the platform that managed just also notarized 

the effect obtained may have . Therefore this system to take advantage of trading of the 

company if the deal the companies you want to use to customers I deal the company a 
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contract to clear that that can prove be there. And customers in the admission of this in the 

system contract to manage the supplier contracts that simply fraud prevention can have.   

 

4. Conclusion and future tasks  

Present in this paper is forgery prevention and duplicate prevention for real estate 

transaction management system was designed. The system's design to real estate contracts, 

equity contracts, including offline procedures include forced to free trading contract 

credibility in contract management services provided are P2P trust -based network on a 

contract to be managed because of the contract, the transparency was ensured. Future 

challenges include these system designs based on substantially real estate contract deal be 

established can allow a system to develop it.  
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